Biometrics is the most advance technology for identifying any person. It is an authentication technique which place confidence in measurable individual and physiological characteristics that will be mechanically verified. These systems can operate either in identification or verification mode. Because security breaches and dealings fraud have increased much in level, the necessity of technologies for extremely secure identification and private verification is changing into apparent. Due to some limitations of unimodal biometric system, multimodal biometrics has been introduced where fusion of the modalities is the bigger challenge. In Multimodal Biometrics, Fusion can be performed on different levels. This research evaluates the performance of multimodal biometrics using three different fusion approaches with logical AND and OR operator: K-Nearest Neighbour, Hidden Markov Model, and Neural based Classification. The recognition of the iris and fingerprint based multimodal has been fused using decision level fusion. Various experiments results into decision level fusion which is based on neural is best to be followed by AND. The system performance is evaluated in terms of Recognition Accuracy, False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR).
I. Introduction
Requirements for candid techniques for the purpose of user identification and authentication has enhanced due to heightened considerations regarding security purposes and quick advancements in the communication sector, quality assurance factors and networking [1] .Various applications now require identification schemes that are reliable in terms of assuring valid services for a person. There are few common ways of authentication. Knowledge-based security includes password authentication and token based security includes ID cards which are normally accustomed to limit entrance to a number of systems. But still they are liable to be affected and security is often simply broken [2] . The emergence of bioscience technologies is the replacement of the standard ways because it has successfully dealt with the issues that affect these systems.
Biometrics is a kind of authentication techniques which place confidence in measurable individual and physiological characteristics which will be mechanically verified [3] . Counting on the appliance background, a biometrics system could be operated in identification or verification mode. Because the level of security breaches and dealings fraud have increased, the necessity of technologies for extremely secure identification and private verification is changing into apparent. Biometric-based [4] solutions are providing the data privacy and confidential transactions. Multi-biometric system uses different i.e. more than one biometric systems for verifying the person identity [5] . This method takes advantage of the capabilities of every individual biometric. These systems will have higher accuracy owing to the very fact that they use multiple biometric modalities where every individual modality presents enough proof to identify the individual. Multimodal biometric systems [6] use two or more biometric samples and mix there analysis using fusion to provide a better decision in indentifying and at the same time decreasing the FRR and FAR [7] . All uni-modal biometric systems are used with combination of others to make a multimodal biometrics. Kaur [20] proposed a feature level fusion approach for speech and signature traits. In this a PBO based modified feature selection algorithm is used for feature reduction. Experimental results show the system accuracy 100% with zero FAR and FRR but noisy samples reduces the system accuracy to 70%. Karthik e tal. [35] presented a score level fusion using speech and signature features. Vector Quantization (VQ) and MFCC are being utilised for Speech Feature extraction. For signature extraction, a vertical and horizontal projection profiles (VPP and HPP) and Discrete Cosine Transform is utilised. For the fusion of the biometric scores, sum rule is used. Mohammad et al. [13] proposed a score level fusion using Face and Palm print traits and analyze that scores of fusion, gave achievable performance when matched. Accordingly it accounts 98.00% recognition rates and 98.50% GAR at 0.10% FAR. Choudhari et al. [12] proposed a soft computing technique based multimodal biometric system where Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Genetic Algorithm is used for recognition. This system achieved a higher user acceptability and excellent identification rate. Petrie and Baum have introduced Hidden Markov Model and ever since then it has been used for many biometrics application like written recognition or speaker. Corinne et al. [22] proposed in speaker recognition the predominant classification approach which is considered as the general model approach. Two models are generally used for every iteration. The genuine model i.e. experts utilising knowledge of the exact person and the other is the arena model. Utilising knowledge from 50 exclusive folks the sector model has been expert in their process. For a probe feature vector given that is obtained for each model there are greater chances that it represents the correct probe information. On the basis of change between the decision threshold and chances the classification is done.
II .Material and Methods
In this work, Iris and Fingerprint modalities are combined as both modalities are unique identification of the person and are widely accepted. Although the mixture of multimodal enhances accuracy and security, but still there is an increase in teams of system complexity as the feature extracted from the various sample have increased and also there is increase in cost in terms of acquisition time [8] . Thus the key issue these days, are up to what extent the feature are to be extracted and also to minimise the cost, because the range of options will increase the variability of the intra-personal samples as a result of bigger lag times in between consecutive acquisitions of the sample conjointly will increase [9] . The FAR will increase with the increase in variability of the system. For generating samples a multimodal biometric system consists of iris and fingerprint extracting device. Simple system modal is opted as shown in Fig 1 where both data streams using modelling tools and feature extraction are worked upon individually. The feature vectors are then recognized using different classification methods and decision can be formed using decision level fusion where OR and AND based decision fusion technique has been used.
The algorithm design involves:
A. Image Dataset
For Iris and Fingerprint Samples the image samples has been used. So in this work Iris samples of IITD database are used. Fig. 2 shows some of the iris and fingerprint samples gathered from users which are stored in .bmp and .tif file format.
B. Feature Extraction
Before Feature Extraction, Samples images can be passed through a wavelet to remove noise. In this work, a hybrid wavelet which is a combination of haar and kekre wavelet is used and 5 level decomposition is done using hybrid wavelet. Hybrid wavelets are generated with the aim to perform decomposition of the biometrics at different resolutions to extract features. The other main idea is to combine two or more transforms to generate these wavelets so that properties of the incumbent transforms can be combined together in the hybrid wavelet. In this after decomposition of an image using wavelet, texture feature features have been extracted. In this work Coarseness, Contrast, Directionality, Entropy, Homogeneity and Energy have been used as a texture features [26] which comes under statistical approach.
(i) Coarseness is directly linked to scale and repetition rates. A photo contains different textures at different scales; coarseness goals for establishing most important measurement at the place where texture exists, even the place a smaller micro texture exists [27] . At first the averages are taken at every factor in contrary to neighbourhoods whose In ordered to get highest output value at every stage, one selects the best size, where in either direction is maximized by . The coarseness measure is generally the average of ( , ) = 2 over the picture.
(ii) Contrast: The contrast measure is
4 is the fourth moment about the 2 is the variance and mean.
(iii) Directionality: This phenomenon won't work to distinguish between specific patterns or orientations, but in fact complete degree of directionality is measured. To discover edges within the picture two simple masks are used. At every pixel the magnitude and perspective are computed. A histogram of part probabilities is then build up by using counting all elements with magnitude greater than a threshold and quantising by means of the brink perspective. The measure of directionality is reflected by the histogram. To extract a measure from histogram the sharpness of the peaks are calculated from their second moments.
(iv) Homogeneity in GLCM [7] checks non-zero entries uniformity. Its weights are equal to contrast weight inverse.
If GLCM concerted along the diagonal then the homogeneity of all the texture are high resulting that this is because many pixel there have somewhat same or really close value of grey level. If the GLCM contrast is higher as GLCM homogeneity is lower as there is a greater change in the grey values. Homogeneity range is between [0, 1]. If the homogeneity is high then there is a bit of variation in the image and if homogeneity is 1 then it means no variation is there in image. So, the texture which has ideal repetitive structure is referred by high homogeneity and if there is lot of variation in their spatial arrangement and texture element both then is it referred to as low homogeneity.
(v) Entropy in any system generally refers to disorder, where in the case of texture analysis it is a measure of its spatial disorder.
An absolutely random distribution would have generally very excessive entropy due to the fact it represents chaos. Entropy price is zero for Solid tone pictures. This option can be valuable to tell us if entropy is greater for heavy textures or for the smooth textures giving us understanding about which kind of texture may also be considered statistically extra chaotic.
(vi) Energy:-it is opposite of the Entropy as it is basically a measure of local Basically with this feature uniformity of the texture is checked.
The better the value of Energy better will be homogeneity of the texture. For a constant image energy is calculated to be 1 and range is between [0, 1]. 
D. Decision Level Fusion
After recognizing final decision has been made that either the tested samples is matched with database or not. If a sample taken from the genuine person does not match with the trained samples then it will be counted as falsely rejected sample. And if any forgery sample matched with trained samples then it will be counted as falsely accepted sample. 
III .Evaluation Metrics
The performance of the system evaluates using various measures like FAR, FRR, GAR and accuracy. Some of the performance measures are given in the following 
IV .Result Analysis
To evaluate the efficiency of this multimodal biometrics system, a database containing Iris and Fingerprint are required. The experiments were performed in MATLAB. Performance of these multimodal biometric systems are computed [28] by their precision in identification, which is computed using FRR and FAR.
Total Number of Samples in the database=100
A. False Match Rate or False Acceptance Rate or (FMR or FAR) The probability that the system inaccurately matches the input pattern to a non-matching template in the database list. It measures the percent of invalid inputs which are incorrectly accepted. Table 2 shows the calculated false acceptance rate using the adopted samples which results that Neural based fusion achieves least false acceptance rate as compare to others. It means using neural based fusion a few forged samples were falsely acquired. (FNMR or FRR) The probability that the system fails to audit a match between the matching template in the database list and input pattern. It computes the percent of valid inputs which are incorrectly rejected. Table 3 shows the calculated false rejection rate using the adopted samples which results that Neural based fusion achieves least false rejection rate as compare to others. It means using neural based fusion a few samples were falsely refused. 
Conclusion
In this paper, different classifier has been used which took part in decision level fusion. This work uses 100 samples of Iris and Fingerprint from IITD database which were collected by 50 known people where each person includes 2 samples. For feature extraction texture features have been calculated which further use for recognition process. Then decision level fusion is performed using KNN, HMM and Neural classifiers using logical conjunction and disjunction methods. Results can be measured in terms of FAR, FRR and accuracy. Results proof that neural classifier performed well as compare to other classifier with logical conjunction based fusion and achieve the highest accuracy that is 90.30%. This comparative analysis also shows that logical conjunction based decision fusion achieve higher performance as compare to logical disjunction based methods.
